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Release Notes from 2008.4.7:
A. A copy can now specify the List Type that should be used for its routing output.

B. The Issue Check In function [Routing Print] and the Routing function [Daily Routing Print] 
formerly shared the same window.  Each function now has its unique window.

C. The Issue Check In function [Routing Print] and the Routing function [Daily Routing Print] are 
enhanced as follows:

1. Both can sort the output by either Check In Session order or Title-Volume-Issue order;

2. The selected List Type is matched to the serial copy's List Type.

Formerly only the Check In Session order was used.

D. The Routing function [Daily Routing Print] can restrict the output to a specific library staffer.

Release Notes from 2008.4.16:

E. Function [Edit a Copy's Routing] 

1. Now displays the Patron Routing List Count under the label Patrons.  

2. New field Patron Routing List Position Number indicates where in the list the patron 
resides for receiving the resource.  

3. Field Patron now contains documentation for navigating and editing the list.

F. Function [Copy Edit] includes the new function [Routing List].  When selected it invokes the 
window "Edit a Copy's Routing".

G. Function [Issue Check In] now includes the new function [Routing Edit].  The Routing List 
Count is also displayed next to the push button [Routing Edit].
 
H. All changes are noted in red in this document.
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1 Routing Enhancements

1.1 Overview to Edit a Copy's Routing

Function [Edit a Copy's Routing] allows you to create a routing list of patrons for a specific Serial 
Copy.  This is the first step in routing.  A routing note may be added as well.  

1.2 Edit a Serial Copy's Routing
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1.3 Fields:  Edit a Serial Copy's Routing

1.3.1 Field 1 MARC Number:  9 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the database MARC Number.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Subtitle:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  field Copy Subtitle should only be used when there is more than one copy and the 
copies are different.  For example, journal Cancer also publishes Cancer Cytopathology. 
Standard practice calls for Cancer to be checked in as Copy 1, and Cancer Cytopathology to be 
checked in as Copy 2.  

The subtitle is displayed in serials management in all copy selection pop-up windows.  It is also 
displayed in the Search Catalog Details display and most reports.  

1.3.3 Field 3 Patron Routing List Count:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  The Patron Routing List Count displays the number of patrons on the routing list.  

1.3.4 Field 4 Function Keys

1.3.5 Field 5 Serial Look Up:  80 characters

Purpose:  To identify a serial by its ISSN, MARC Number, the MARC Control Number (tag 001), 
bar code, or part of the title.  Only titles without monographic holdings (items) may be selected.  

Format:  This field accepts an appropriate combination of letters and numbers. When searching 
by words from a title, any number of words may be used. The words do not need to be in order, 
and can be abbreviated.  

The most efficient way to look up a title is to enter an acceptable value (e.g. a reasonable portion 
of the title or the entire ISSN) and press either the ENTER, TAB, or CURSOR DOWN key. The 
software will work better using this method than entering a value and clicking on the Look Up 
push buttons below the Look Up field.  

Example:  "SCIE AMER" or "amer scie" and pressing ENTER will both find Scientific American if 
it is in the catalog.  

Additional Features:  if the look up is part of an edit function, (e.g. [Issue Check In]), and the ISSN 
is entered but is not in the catalog, then when the look up function [ISSN] is used to attempt find 
the value and the look up fails, then the ISSN and its associated title may then be dynamically 
added to the catalog and Serials Management.  When created in this fashion, catalog and 
frequency data may be adopted from the Aggregate Serials Frequency Database.  This process 
is documented elsewhere (see "Getting Started in Serials Management").  

Use this powerful feature when you know the title is not in the catalog.  In the Journal field enter 
the ISSN value, then click on function [ISSN] (or press cursor key down until you are focused on 
function [ISSN] and then press ENTER).  The software will either find the title by the ISSN value 
or ask you if you want to add it to the catalog.  You may later import a MARC bib for the title, or 
edit the MARC bib more thoroughly.  
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1.3.6 Field 6 Look Up Menu:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify a look up function that matches the value in the Serial Look Up text field 
(located above this collection of push buttons).  

Format:  It is a push button selection.  

Examples:  if the Serial Look Up text field has an ISSN value, select function [ISSN].  If the Serial 
Look Up text field has portions of a title, select function [Title].  

Function [List All Titles] will first see if there is a value in the Serial lookup field in order to match 
on that value.  If the Serial lookup field is blank then this function will alphabetically list all serial 
titles.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Title
MARC#
ISSN
List All Titles

1.3.7 Field 7 Serial Copy Number:  2 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the Serial Copy for the previously selected title.  A Serial Copy is a set of 
issues.  Typically, most titles will have one Copy.  When more than one Copy exists, then the 
specific Copy must be selected for the operation.  

Format:  It is a number or table selection. Some functions, such as [Issue Check In], will allow a 
new Copy to be created via the field.  

1.3.8 Field 8 List Type(s):  multiple

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Routing Slips without Local Address
Routing Slip with Local Address
Patron Labels (1 x 2 5/8 3 up)

Purpose: The Routing List Type specifies how the routing list should be expressed. You may print 
traditional routing slips, or print patron labels. Some libraries prefer to photocopy each issue's 
table of contents and attach patron labels to the photocopy. The patron then communicates 
interest in receiving the actual issue.  

The List Type is matched to each serial copy's List Type.  If a copy does not have a List Type 
then it is included.  

Format:  It is a radio button selection.  

Note:  If Patron Labels is selected, the labels are Avery Laser 5160 or 5260 1 x 2 5/8 3 up labels. 
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1.3.9 Field 9 Routing Report:  

Purpose:  property "Routing Report even without patrons" forces this copy onto the "Title, Copy, 
and Patron Routing Report" even if there are no patrons listed.  This allows the copy to be 
included in management reports and other listings.  

1.3.10 Field 10 Patron Routing List Position Number:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  The Patron Routing List Position Number indicates where in the list the patron resides 
for receiving the resource.  It is not the Patron Identifier.  

1.3.11 Field 11 Patron for Routing:  7 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  To specify a patron who should receive routing for this Serial Copy.  A patron may be 
retrieved by entering a patron ID number, a bar code, a social security number, the patron's name 
or one additional unique ID that has been established by the library.  

Format:  The patron number should be only numbers. The bar code may be entered by keyboard 
or with a bar code reader.  The social security number should be entered in the format NNN-NN-
NNNN.  The name should be entered in the format with last name followed by the first name (plus 
initials or middle names) and separated by a comma.  The additional ID index may contain any 
combination of letters and numbers with a length greater than 3.  

Power Key Strokes:  

 A. To go to the end of the list and add a patron:  
    - hold down key Control and press key End twice;  
    - press ENTER;  
    - add the patron on the blank row.  
  
 B. To go to the top of the list hold down key Control and press 
    key Home twice.  
  
 C. To insert a patron in the middle of the list:  
    - repeatedly press Page Down to find the patron;  
    - press Down Arrow to focus on the patron who will be 
      bumped down the list;  
    - press shift and function key F7 together to insert 
      blank row;  
    - add the patron to the blank row.  
  
 D. To remove a patron:  
    - repeatedly press Page Down to find the patron;  
    - press Down Arrow to focus on the patron who will removed;  
    - press shift and function key F8 together to remove the row.  

1.3.12 Field 12 Add Patron Group:  30 characters

Purpose:  To attach all of the patrons in the specified Routing Group to this Serial Copy.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  
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1.3.13 Field 13 Routing Slip Message:  60 characters, multiple

Purpose:  To specify the free text routing slip message that appears on the routing slip.  It will 
appear above the list of names on the list.  

Format:  It is free text.  

Example:  "Please return to circulation." but without the quotes.  

1.3.14 Field 14 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:  

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Ok
Cancel
Help
Alphabetize Patrons
Remove List

Function [Alphabetize Patrons] will sort the list of patrons into alphabetical order.  

Function [Remove List] will remove all of the patrons from the routing list. The individual patron 
records are not affected.  
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1.4 Overview to Routing Slips/Labels via Check In

This function prints all routing slips/labels created during an Issue Check In session.  The routing 
slips/labels may also be printed from [Daily Routing Print].  

  
SAMPLE SLIPS:  

  
 Science News.  
  
 Vol:  1  Iss: 4  Copy: 1 
  
  
  
 JONES, MARY K.            _____ 
 SMITH, JOHN               _____ 
  
 Last Person - Please give to 
 Circulation Department to shelve.  
  
  
 Psychology Today.  
 Vol: 85  Iss: 5  Copy: 1 
  
  
  
 JONES, MARY K.            _____ 
 SMITH, JOHN               _____ 
  
 Last Person - Please give to 
 Circulation Department to shelve.  
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1.5 Routing Slips/Labels via Check In

1.6 Fields:  Routing Slips/Labels via Check In

1.6.1 Field 1 Pending Routing Print:  20 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the number of issues checked in during the session that have the printing of 
routing slips or labels pending.  

1.6.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.6.3 Field 3 List Type:  mandatory

Purpose: The Routing List Type specifies how the routing list should be expressed. You may print 
traditional routing slips, or print patron labels. Some libraries prefer to photocopy each issue's 
table of contents and attach patron labels to the photocopy. The patron then communicates 
interest in receiving the actual issue.  

The List Type is matched to each serial copy's List Type.  If a copy does not have a List Type 
then it is included.  
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Format:  It is a radio button selection.  

Note:  If Patron Labels is selected, the labels are Avery Laser 5160 or 5260 1 x 2 5/8 3 up labels. 

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Half-wide Slips without Local Address
Full Page Slip with Local Address
Patron Labels (1 x 2 5/8 3 up)

1.6.4 Field 4 Sort by:  mandatory

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Check in session
Title, volume, and issue

Purpose:  Option Sort By determines if the lists or labels will be in Issue Check In order or Title-
Volume-Issue order.  

1.6.5 Field 5 Choice of the Target Device:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Printer, File, or an E-mail address.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Workstation
Printer
File
E-mail
Close
Help
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1.7 Overview to Daily Routing Print

This function prints all routing slips or labels from a specified date until the present.  The routing 
slips and labels may also be printed directly from the Issue Check In session.  

SAMPLE SLIPS:  

  
 Science News.  
 
 Vol:  1  Iss: 4  Copy: 1 
 
  
  
 JONES, MARY K.            _____ 
 SMITH, JOHN               _____ 
  
 Last Person - Please give to 
 Circulation Department to shelve.  
  
  
 Psychology Today.  
 Vol: 85  Iss: 5  Copy: 1 
  
  
  
 JONES, MARY K.            _____ 
 SMITH, JOHN               _____ 
  
 Last Person - Please give to 
 Circulation Department to shelve.  
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1.8 Daily Routing Print

1.9 Fields:  Daily Routing Print

1.9.1 Field 1 Pending Routing Print:  20 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the number of issues checked in during the session that have the printing of 
routing slips or labels pending.  

1.9.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.9.3 Field 3 Print Routings from Date:  12 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  From Date is the date from which to print routing slips.  It is inclusive, and will process 
all dates up to the current.  If the specified date had no issue checked in that require routing, then 
the software will decrement the date until a date has routing issues.  This field is deactivated 
when accessed via from the Issue Check In window.  
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Format:  It is a valid date.  Any date shorthand will work: 

  = for (today);  
  -1 (yesterday);  
  - any number, e.g., -7 for seven days ago;  
  a single number for the day in the current month;  
  number, punctuation character, and number for month & day.  

1.9.4 Field 4 List Type:  mandatory

Purpose: The Routing List Type specifies how the routing list should be expressed. You may print 
traditional routing slips, or print patron labels. Some libraries prefer to photocopy each issue's 
table of contents and attach patron labels to the photocopy. The patron then communicates 
interest in receiving the actual issue.  

The List Type is matched to each serial copy's List Type.  If a copy does not have a List Type 
then it is included.  

Format:  It is a radio button selection.  

Note:  If Patron Labels is selected, the labels are Avery Laser 5160 or 5260 1 x 2 5/8 3 up labels. 

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Half-wide Slips without Local Address
Full Page Slip with Local Address
Patron Labels (1 x 2 5/8 3 up)

1.9.5 Field 5 Sort by:  mandatory

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Check in session
Title, volume, and issue

Purpose:  Option Sort By determines if the lists or labels will be in Issue Check In order or Title-
Volume-Issue order.  

1.9.6 Field 6 Restrict to Check In Staffer:  10 characters

Purpose:  Field "Restrict to Check In Staffer" will only print the slips/labels that the specified 
library staffer checked in.  If this field is blank then all slips/labels are printed.  

1.9.7 Field 7 Choice of the Target Device:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Printer, File, or an E-mail address.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Workstation
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Printer
File
E-mail
Close
Help

1.10 Serial Title Copy

A Serial Title Copy (hereinafter Copy) is tied to the MARC bib.  It contains a title's frequency rules 
and the expected issue values (year, month, day, volume number, running issue, etc).  It also 
records the default circulation location, class (loan rules), and status (e.g., available vs. non-
circulating).  The Copy sometimes also is called the Set, the Copy Set, or the Subscription.  Each 
Copy is associated with a Vendor that is established in the Vendor table. A title may have many 
Copies, e.g., New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) might be found in the main journal 
collection and in a remote location too.  Lastly, Copy lets you set up both a title Display Dates 
field and a Free Text Holdings String.  The Title Display Dates is a short field shown as part of the 
OPAC Search Results.  The Free Text Holding String is a multi-lined field that typically displays a 
manually constructed Holdings string, e.g., if you have NEJM since 1974 through 1999 and do 
not have the detail issues entered into this database, then enter:  

     1974-1999:  290-341 

1.11 Access to the Serial Copy Editor

The Serial Copy Editor can be accessed directly from the Serials Management Main Menu and 
from function [Issue Check In].  Furthermore, any serial title look up that allows editing will also 
allow the dynamic creation of a Serial Copy.  For example, when using function [Add Holdings], if 
the title is not in Serials Management (i.e., the serial's MARC bib does not have a 949 $a SERIAL 
value), then the title may be dynamically added to Serials, and a first Copy is created.  To create 
this first Copy, the function [Edit Copy] is automatically invoked.  
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1.12 Serial Copy:  Expected Values, Frequencies, Circulation & Notes

1.13 Fields:  Serial Copy:  Expected Values, Frequencies, Circulation & 
Notes

<snip>

1.13.35 Field 35 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
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Ok
Cancel
Help
Routing List...
Delete Copy...

Function [Routing List]  invokes the window "Edit a Copy's Routing".

Function Delete Copy will permanently expunge the Copy record from the database.  As a 
prerequisite, the Copy's issues (the item, a.k.a. the holdings) should first all be individually 
removed from the database, although this function can automatically destroy all items associated 
with a copy.  

If the deleted Copy leaves no more Copies, then the software will ask if the serial title should stay 
in Serials, be removed from Serials, or be removed from Serials and the catalog. 

<snip>

1.17 Serial Issue Check In
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1.18 Fields:  Serial Issue Check In

<snip>

1.18.18 Field 18 Patron Routing List Count:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  The Patron Routing List Count displays the number of patrons on the routing list.  

1.18.37 Field 37 Check In Functions:  tab stop

Purpose:  To determine the action for the specified Check In values.  

Format:  It is a push button selection.  

Discussion:  Function Issue Check In will validate that the specified Check In values do not 
represent an issue already received. If the issue is new, this function will create an item (a 
holdings record) for the title.  If the issue being checked in is the expected issue, then the 
Volume, Issue number, Running Issue, Month, and/or Day may all be automatically set to the 
next issue's expected values. If the issue had previously been claimed, then the claim is cleared. 
If the issue bypasses expected issues, then claims are generated for all of the intervening issues. 
If the issue completes the volume, the volume number will be automatically incremented and the 
issue number reset to 1.  If the issue completes the issue for a binding, the user is notified.  

Function Check In & Close Volume is similar to function Issue Check In, except that it will close 
the volume by incrementing the volume number and resetting the expected issue to 1.  This 
function is used when the user knows that the volume is prematurely completed, i.e., that the 
previously specified Issues per Volume value will not be met.  

Function Edit Copy allows the user to adjust the expected issue values without generating claims. 
This function also specifies all of the Check In rules for the Copy, as well as the Check In Notes, 
the OPAC's Free Text Holdings String, and Circulation Location, Status, and Class.  

Function Print Routing prints the queued issues routing slips and/ or patron labels for routing. 
Once the user returns from this function, the session's routing queue is automatically cleared.  

Function Routing Edit directly opens function [Edit a Copy's Routing].  The routing list can be 
modified.  

Function View OPAC displays the selected Journal in the OPAC.  

Function Help displays function key help, extended help for the window, or a link to all online 
manuals.  

Function Quit exits the menu.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Issue Check In
Check In & Close Volume
Edit Copy
Print Routing
Routing Edit
View OPAC
Help
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